STANDING ORDER NO. 80/2010

Sub: Procedure for disposal of waste pertains to MSC Chitra collected and kept in shore of Navy Nagar:

After the collusion of the MSC Chitra and MV Khaleeja-III, M/s. MSC Agency (India) Pvt. Ltd. has engaged agencies for cleanup of sea for oil and floating cargo. They have collected plastic waste bales which are identified as cargo from MSC Chitra along with floating waste in the sea.

M/s. MSC Agency (I) Pvt. Ltd. has requested for devising procedure for clearance / disposal of oil covered plastic waste which have been collected and kept at Navy Nagar, Mumbai. It has been clarified that most of said plastic waste cargo have fallen off MSC Chitra and while collecting from sea, some of the floating waste has also been collected. As the said plastic waste was loaded on MSC Chitra for which IGM was filed with Jawaharlal Nehru Custom House, it has been decided to prescribe procedure for disposal thereof by JNCH only. Considering the extraordinary situation, the following procedure is prescribed for speedy disposal of waste:

1. The Shipping Line M/s. MSC Agency (I) Pvt. Ltd. should obtain permission from Maharashtra Pollution Control Board (MPCB) for destruction of the waste collected.

2. M/s. MSC Agency (I) Pvt. Ltd. shall intimate the nature of waste and quantity as per the surveyor report along with photographs to the Deputy Commissioner of Customs, Preventive (General), JNCH.

3. The weighing of the waste should be done in the presence of Preventive Officer of JNCH supervision.
4. The transport of the said waste from Navy Nagar, Mumbai to Mumbai Waste Management Ltd., Taloja should be done under the supervision of Preventive Officer.

5. The destruction of the said waste should be done in the presence of Customs Preventive Officer and as per procedure prescribed by the Maharashtra Pollution Control Board.

6. Necessary MOT charges would be paid for service of Custom officers.

This procedure is issued with the approval of Chief Commissioner of Customs, Zone-II, JNCH.

(SUSHIL SOLANKI)
COMMISSIONER OF CUSTOMS (EXPORT)
JNCH, NHAVA SHEVA

To
All the officers concerned

Copy for information to:
1. The Chief Commissioner of Customs, Zone-III, Mumbai.
2. The Commissioner of Customs (Import), JNCH.
3. The Commissioner of Customs (Preventive), Mumbai.